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Action Adventure - 3rd Person
Note

AN
POWERFUL
DISCOVERY

FADE IN:

INT. - HOTEL APARTMENT

A one room apartment in a shabby hotel with one door. Inside
is a big table, a few backpacks and two chairs. On the table
are maps, archeological stuff, some guns, ISOLDEs COLT M1917
in particular, a bottle of whiskey and an old parchment. Two
people are sitting on the chairs, working. ISOLDE writes
into a small book, MIKHAIL checks the guns.

ISOLDE
(jumps up, exited)

JA! Liebling, I found it! It's the
lost passage! In the parchment! I
transcribed it here!

Isolde runs around the table, pointing into a passage in her
book. Mikhail looks up, reads the passage.

MIKHAIL
(reading from the book)

"The allbuilding hammer is still in
the village where the gods visited
the earth last..." You mean...

ISOLDE
(nodding)

Mjölnir, I'm sure of it. It's still
in the place where it was used for
the last time.

Isolde grabs the bottle of whiskey, pulls the cork out with
her teeth, takes a big sip. Mikhail leans back.

MIKHAIL
(sarcastic)

Great, just great. That will be
such an amazing expedition.

Isolde offers whiskey to Mikhail, he drinks a bit. Isolde
lights a cigarette.

ISOLDE
Yes, it's going to be difficult,
but we need to prevent them from
finding Mjölnir. Back to Germany...

Isolde sighs heavily, then smiles at Mikhail.

ISOLDE
Besides, with my archeological,
your mechanical,
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ISOLDE (cont'd)
(kisses Mikhail)

And our fighting expertise some
gottverdammte nazis won't be a
problem. We just go in, grab
Mjölnir, leave. Easy.

Isolde looks at one of the maps, pointing towards something.
Mikhail shakes his head, grabs the Colt M1917.

ISOLDE
Here, that's it. Donarsheim, north
of Berlin... Somewhere around there
is it. Waiting.

Mikhail offers the COLT to Isolde, looking into her eyes.

MIKHAIL
You're not going to stop, aren't
you? Running straight into the
lion's den... Well, I prepare our
equipment. Let's save the world,
Dorogaya.

Loud, heavy footsteps are heard from outside the room.
Mikhail grabs a rifle from the table, Isolde checks her Colt
for ammunition and grabs a knife.

ISOLDE
(cigarette in mouth)

Guess we can't just leave... You
ready?

Both glance at each other, nodding, go to either side of the
door and get ready to fight. The steps stop in front of the
door.

OFFICIER (O.S.)
Tür eintreten! Schnappt sie euch,
Lebendig, wenn möglich. Tot, wenn
nötig.

A loud KNACK, the door swings open, a man in Wehrmacht
uniform enters. 

TO GAMEPLAY:

Translations: Ja - Yes (German); Liebling - Darling
Note

(German); gottverdammte - goddamn (German); Dorogaya -
Darling (Russian); Tür eintreten! Schnappt sie euch,
lebendig, wenn möglich, tot, wenn nötig. - Kick in the
door! Get them, alive, if possible, dead if necessary.
(German)
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